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Training Times & Fee 



Grading 

Gradings are held at the end of every term however not 

every will be ready to grade at this time. 

o Grading fees are payable at the dojo before the 
day of the grading. A successful applicant will 
receive a belt, a medal and a certificate.  This 
fee is refunded if a student fails a grading.   

o A general grading will be held at the end of 
each term. 

o Students are invited to grade at the discretion 
of Sensei Don via a letter of invitation 1 -2 
weeks prior to the grading. 

 

Tournaments 

o Participation in a tournament is not 
compulsory. 

o Various events are held throughout the year, 
which Kofukan students routinely compete in.  
These will be discussed with the class closer 
the time. 

o Entry fees for tournaments vary and are 
payable along with the competitor’s 
application. 

 

 

The information that follows is designed to help answer 
any questions you may have when you first join our 
Dojo.  If you require any further information please 
feel free to speak to either Sensei Don McKay following 
class or else address your queries to Vanessa McKay 
either at class, by phone (0478 784 478) or email: 
karatekwinana@outlook.com. 

mailto:karatekwinana@outlook.com


We appreciate you taking the time to look though this 
information. 

Points to remember: 

Term fees are payable within the first two weeks of 
the school term.  Please talk to Vanessa if you are 
having any trouble making a payment.  We can always 
make an arrangement. 

Please do not come to training (even to watch) if you 
are unwell. Keep your bugs at home. Please. 

Remember to sign in.  Our sign in sheets form a record 
of your attendance, which is assessed when you are 
being considered for grading. 

Before training commences, please inform your 
instructor of any medical conditions or injuries you or 
your child may be suffering.  If you have asthma you 
MUST bring your medication (puffer) to training – 
failure to do so may prevent you from being able to 
participate. 

A letter from your doctor may be requested at your 
instructor’s discretion. 

In the interest of safety all jewelry must be removed 
with the exception of Medic Alerts. 

Unless for medical conditions no footwear is to be 
worn during training 

Each students has to bring a drink to training. WATER IS 
BEST – to prevent dehydration, during hot and cold 
weather. 

Finger and toe nails are to be clean and trimmed for 
training. 



For the comfort of yourself and others keep your Gi 
laundered and pressed. 

For safety and wellbeing of all students we ask that all 
juniors remain inside the hall following training until 
they are collected. 

You are solely responsible for your property during 
training – please do not bring any valuables to training.  
Keep all items that you do bring labeled clearly. 

 

 

 

 

 

“The Ultimate aim of the art of karate 

lies not in victory or defeat, but in the 

perfection of the character of its 

participants’ 

Ginchin Funakoshi 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dojo Etiquette 

Proper etiquette is essential as it signifies your 

commitment and appreciation for an important aspect of 

Japanese culture that you have chosen to practise.  

Observation of etiquette indicates your sincerity and 

willingness to learn and your trust and respect for yourself, 

your classmates and your instructors.  Whether you are a 

beginner or an advanced student you are equally 

responsible for following these simple dojo rules (Reigi-

saho).  If you are a beginner think of them as the basic 

building blocks of your journey into the rich world of 

karate.  If you have already been practicing for a while 

think of these as a vital aspect of your strive for technical 

perfection.  Never lose sight of what karate is in the first 

place – it has no place for arrogance or ignorance.  When in 

doubt, thank back to the basic tenets of the Dojo Kun. 

Bowing:  an essential aspect of the Japanese culture that 

signifies respect and acknowledgement.  Bow to your peers 

and seniors. 

Showing spirit: through effort and Kia-ing.  A loud Kia 

displays a powerful spirit.  The choice of sound and word is 

yours.  The purpose of the Kia is to release energy and relax 

the upper body muscles so that the technique is powerful and 

sharp.  Words and sounds ending in ‘ah’ sounds work 

better. Do not be afraid to kia loud as this displays good 

spirit and will motivate everyone in the class, never Kia 

half-heartedly.  Movements performed at half strength are 

typically not accompanied by a Kia.  Movements at full-

strength are.  Kia on every 5th and 10ths technique of any 

set, at power points in a kata and whenever your Sensei tells 

you too. 

Punctuality: respect your class and your instructor.  Come 

to class a few minutes early so you can change and stretch.  

Move quickly into position when called to but do not run in 



front of other students, go around and behind the class. If 

you must be late enter the class quietly, kneel at the side of 

class and wait until the instructor acknowledges you.  Then 

bow while still kneeling and then join the group.   Be the 

least disruptive you can be.  If you need to leave class early, 

let you instructor know ahead of time.  When the time coms 

do not disrupt the class and bow on your way out. 

Attention:  remain focused and silent during class. Do not 

fidget, turn around, look around, talk with your class 

mates, yawn or fix your clothing during class.  Face and 

pay full attention to your instructor as he or she is talking 

to you and the rest of the class. 

Mental & physical preparation:   a clean Gi, trimmed finger 

and toe-nails and the removal of all jewelry are absolute 

musts.  Present the physical picture that you want your 

classmates to present.  Put all daily frustrations and 

excitements aside and you will find that training will help 

you relax and focus your thoughts. 

Physical discomfort and injuries:  listen to your body.  

Don’t make unnecessary displays of fatigue, discomfort or 

pain. If you have an injury, make sure you can continue to 

train before you decide to do so. Cover any cuts that you 

incur prior to or occasionally during class. Step to the side 

if you are not feeling well. ‘pushing it’ is definitely a show 

of good motivation, but doing so to a point of injury I not 

proper etiquette. 

Following the count:  treat it like an opponent.  Part of your 

practice is to react to it as fast as possible, the same way that 

you would to an opponent’s move.  Jumping the gun 

confuses your classmates and is poor training for you. 

Trying you best: always. You your own benefit.  But also 

out of respect for your sparring partner, no matter the rank.  

When facing lower level students, show spirit and practise 



good control. When facing your peers or higher level 

students practise good focus and timing.  This is as much 

training for you as it is for them too. 

Respecting the seniority system:  understand that rank is 

all about responsibility, not about privileges.  As you gain 

more experience and move up the ranks consider it your 

duty to be a role-model for those that follow. It rests upon 

you to show others the way. Show proper etiquette if you 

expect others to do the same. 

Bow every time that you enter or exit the dojo.   

Stand at the entrance and face the front of the dojo. 

Standing bow:  with your heels together and the feet 

pointing outward in a ‘V’ shape face the person you are 

bowing to (or the class) and bend at the waist.  Keep the 

knees and elbows straight, and the hands open with the 

fingers tightly next to each other and over the seams of your 

pants.  Do not bend more than 20 degrees or so and take a 

few seconds to bow. 

 Opening Sequence 

At the call to ‘line up’ move quickly to the end of the line 

which will form faming the front of the dojo.  Stand next to 

the other beginners. Shoulder to shoulder at attention.  The 

line of students will form from left to right with the 

beginners at one side and the advanced students to your 

rights, facing Sensei.  At the call ‘Seiza’ kneel 

Maintain a nice posture, back straight, head straight, 

shoulders relaxed.  Looking straight ahead.  Rest you your 

hands (open, fingers together) on each respective thigh with 

the fingers pointing slightly inward.  Keep about a two fist 

distance between your knees. 



At the second command ‘mokuso’ close your eyes, bring 

your hands together facing upwards to rest just before your 

lower abdomen.  Draw a deep breath and focus your 

thoughts. This is a time to meditate about the instruction 

you will receive.  Breathe through your nose and let the air 

fill your stomach, exhale slowly through your mouth. This 

is called ‘fukushiki-kokyu’ 

At the third command ‘mokuso yame’ open your eyes.  At 

the last two commands ‘shomen ni rei’ and ‘sensei ni rei’ or 

‘otagani rei’ bow in the kneeling position.  Return to 

standing when instructed. 

For the remainder of the class follow your fellow students 

and copy what your instructor shows you.  Whenever a 

command is given, reply ‘osu’ (ous) 

Closing sequence 

The closing sequence also follows a series of formal steps.  

These are identical to those listed for the opening sequence. 

Arigato (thank you) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What is Karate? 

o First and foremost, Karate is the Art of Self 

Defence 

 

o We defend ourselves by using a combination of 

blocking, evasion, striking, kicking, submission 

and where necessary disarming strategies. 

 

o We protect ourselves by learning to avoid the 

situations that will lead to us having to employ the 

above-mentioned skills. 

 

o We deter attackers by developing an air of 

confidence that tells would be attackers that we are 

not victims, we are not vulnerable and we therefore 

cannot be bullied, because we have mastered the 

above-mentioned skills through diligence, hard 

work and commitment to our art. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What to expect from training... 

Juniors 

o The focus with junior training is on developing 
a sound knowledge of the basic karate moves 

o We aim to teach young students how to protect 
themselves and more importantly how to avoid 
dangerous situations. 

o The class is both fun and informative your 
young students 

o Students are allowed to travel at their own 
pace, their confidence in performing the 
movements of katas and drill will increase 
overtime. 

o Students will be offered the opportunity to 
grade only when their instructor believes they 
are ready to take the next stage of their 
journey.  The student is welcome to decline 
the opportunity if they themselves do not feel 
ready and would prefer to attempt to grade at 
another time. 

o While students are always encouraged, they 
will never be pressured to advance. 

Seniors 

o Training for a senior student is more advanced 
in regards to technique and complexity. 

o A person’s ability is taken into account – age, 
weight, previous injuries, illness etc. all play 
an important role in their ability to perform 
certain tasks.  One of the beautiful things 
about karate is that it was designed as a 
lifetime pursuit of perfection.  Class members 
do not compete amongst each other as a 
measure of their own personal achievements, 
instead we judge our success on our ability to 
perfume a task better than we did the last 
time. 



The Meaning of the Kofukan Logo 

 

The Kofukan logo combines three swords and a circle. 

Swords have special meaning in Japanese society.  
During the samurai era, samurai were the ruling class.  
A samurai sword was said to the ‘soul of a samurai’ it 
represented a code of honour. 

The samurai sword represents ‘spiritual purity’.  Its 
mirror like surface reflects one’s weak mind and 
improper thoughts. Its razor sharp blade will cut them 
away.  Many Shinto shrines have swords as their 
treasure. 

The three swords in the logo represent the ‘shin’ (Mind) 
‘Gi’ (technique) and ‘tai’ (body).  These are the three 
main purposes of martial arts training.  Through 
practice, a martial artist should develop a ‘strong 
body’, ‘correct techniques’ and ‘correct attitude’ and 
hopefully attain a high level of spiritual achievement.   

The circle represents ‘harmony’ and ‘perfection’.  
These three aspects should develop in harmony and 
into perfection. In the design, the circle of harmony 
joins the three principles together. 

So the Kofukan logo represents the purpose of martial 
arts training in general and of karate study within our 
association in particular. 

The three Japanese letters within the circle mean 
‘Kofukan’ the two larger letters at either side of the 
circle read ‘shito’ (our style). Also the area inside the 



circle represents the lower abdomen (tanden) as the 
linking point of the three aspects that is mind, body 
and technique. 

We chose the colours black and yellow gold for our 
association badges as they are the colours of the tiger 
and in order to make a link with the name of Kofukan, 
which literally means ‘tiger, wind, establishment. 

 

The Meaning of KOFUKAN 

o Ko – is the tiger 
o Fu – is the wind 
o Kan- establishment, group or organization 

According to Chinese legend the king of the sky is the 
dragon and the king of the land is the tiger and when 
the tiger appears the wind blows and when the dragon 
appears so do the clouds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Kofukan Training Policy 

 

o Our general aims are: 
o Cultivate good personality and strong 

character 
o Preserve correct techniques and kata 
o Promote friendship among members 

 
o Our instruction principals are: 

o Respect the value of the traditional 
kata 

o Unified study of kata and kumite 
o Scientific approach in analysing 

techniques 
 

o Technically 
o Do not make any unnecessary 

movements 
o Do not use unnecessary 
o Use the whole body to perform 

techniques 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Kofukan & Kata 

The role of kata in the life-long program of karate 
training: 

“ Karate is handed down from generation to generation 
by means of ‘katas’. Old masters created katas to 
preserve techniques and strategies which they had 
devised and used them to teach their followers.  
Masters of each generation created new ones and 
amended old ones and now there are quite a variety of 
katas, which have been handed down.  Although karate 
has now spread world-wide, as a rule only those katas 
which originated in Okinawa or those from South China 
which were developed in Okinawa are considered to be 
proper traditional katas, although a few from 
mainland japan can be included. 

Because Master Kenwa Mabuni, the founder, studied 
katas more profoundly and widely than anyone else in 
recent history, Shito-ryu has inherited more katas than 
any other single school” 

(Keiji Tomiyama, Fundamentals of Karate-Do 1990 P.127) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Kofukan Kata List  

 

ITOSU GROUP 

Pin’an (Shodan-Godan), Naianchin (Shodan – Sandan), Bassai-dai, 
Bassai-Sho, Kosokun-dai, Kosokun-sho, Shiho-kosokun, itte, Jiim, 
Jion, Wanshu, Rohai-shodan, Rohai-nidan, Rohai-sandan, Chinto, 
Chintei, Useishi 

 

HIGAONNA Group 

Sanchin, Tensho, Gekisai (Inchi – Ni), Saifa, Seienchin, Seisan, Seipai, 
Sanseiru, Shissochin, Kurunfa, Suparinpai 

 

ARAGAKI GROUP 

Niseighi, Sochin, Unshu 

 

MATSUMORA GROUP 

Matsukaze, Koshiki-Rohai 

 

KIYAN 

Annanko 

 

UECHI 

Shinpa 

 

MABUNI 

Juroku, Seiryu (Aoyagi) 

 

KAKUHO 

Hakucho, Nipapp, Papuren 

 



Technical Guide 

Tani-ha Shito-ryu Kofukan Karate 

 

o This guide is to be used in conjunction with 
your regular training sessions to help you on 
your journey through the ranks 

o Your syllabus is explained in detail here, to 
allow you to better prepare for your grading. 

o Do not hesitate to ask questions if you are 
unsure of anything. 

o A terminology guide is included you are 
required to learn this as you progress through 
the ranks. 

o This guide has been printed on one side only to 
allow you plenty of room to write notes, 
reminders and further information you have 
gathered along the way.  This manual is yours 
to keep so utilize its service wisely. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Glossary of Terms 

Stances Meaning 

Zenkutsu dachi Long stance 

Musubi dachi Open toe stance 

Heiko dachi Parallel stance 

Moto dachi Basic stance 

Neiko Ashi dachi Cat stance 

Shiko dachi Straddle stance 

Sanchin dachi Hour glass stance 

Naihanchin dachi Inward stance 

  

  

 

Punches Meaning 

Jodan oi zuki Upper punch 

Chudan oi zuki Centre punch 

Gedan oi zuki Lower punch 

Chudan gyakuzuki Centre reverse punch 

Ate zuki Vertical fist punch 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Blocks Meaning 

Jodan age uke Upper rising block 

Chudan yoko uke Centre side block 

Gedan harai uke Lower stomach block 

Yoko uchi uke Side training block 

Tomoe uke Circular block 

Yoko kosa uke Side cross block 

Ude uke Forearm block 

Sukui uke Scooping block 

Haiwan Nagashi uke Back of hand block 

Nagashi uke Palm of hand block 

Kakate uke Pulling block 

  

  

 

Kicks Meaning 

Mae geri Front kick 

Kin geri Groin kick 

Mawashi geri Circular kick 

Sokoto geri Foot edge side snap kick 

Yoko kekomi geri Side thrust kick 

Hiza geri Knee kick 

Ushiro geri Back kick 

Kansetsu geri Kick to lower leg joint 

  

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strikes Meaning 

Uraken shomen uchi Backhand strike to front 

Uraken yoko uchi Backhand strike to side 

Hiji jodan ate Elbow upper strike 

Hiji yoko  Elbow side strike 

Hiji ushiro Elbow back strike 

Hiji age Elbow rising strike 

Hiji otoshi Elbow downward strike 

Shuto ganmen uchi Knife hand temple strike 

Shuto kekomi uchi Knife hand thrust strike 

Shuto sakotsu uchi Knife hand collarbone 

strike 

Shuto ushiro uchi  Reverse knife hand 
strike 

  

  

  



Japanese Terminology 

Japanese Pronunciation Meaning 

Age  Ah gee  Rising 

Ate Ah teh To smash 

Chudan Chew dahn Chest area 

Dachi Dah chee Stance 

Dan Dahn Man/grades 

Do Dough The way 

Dojo Dough joe Training hall 

Gedan Gee dahn Lower body 

Gyaku Gya koo Reverse 

Gi Ghee Karate suit 

Hara Ha-ra Lower abdomen 

Haiwan Ha ee wahn Back of arm 

Hiji Hee jee Elbow 

Hajime Ha jim may Start 

Hiza Hee zaa Knee 

Hanta Han tay Change 

Jodan Joe dahn Face area 

Ken  Ken Fist 

Kakate Kah kak te Pulling or pull 

Kata Kah tah Forms 

Karate Kah rah the Empty hand 

Kansetsu Kan Set Sue Joint  

Kizam Key zah me Jab  

 



Mae May Front 

Mawashi Mah wha she Round 

Mokso Mok so Meditate 

Mushin Moo shin No mind 

Nagashi Nah gah she flowing 

Naotte Nay o tay return 

Otagani O tah guy knee Bow to other 

Otoshi O toh shee dropping 

Rei Ray Bow 

Shuto Shoe toe Knife hand 

Shomen  Show men Front of hand 

Sokote Sow koo toe Foot edge 

Shotie  Show tie Palm heel 

Shito-ryu Whe toe roo Our style 

Sensei Sen say Instructor 

Senpai Sen pie Assistant 

Seiza See za Knee 

Sukui Su koo ee Scoop/ing 

Seiken Say ken Front of fist 

Ski Skee Attention 

Uchi Oo chee Strike 

Ude Oo day Forearm 

Ushiro Oo shee row  Back 

Uraken Oo rah ken Back of fist 

Uke Oo kay Block 

Yame Ya may stop 

Zuki Zoo key punch 



Basic combinations 

Performed in Moto dachi: 

 

1. Slide in (Yoriashi), chudan gyakuzuki, kaeshi 
 

2. Step forward into zenkutsu dachi, jodan oizuki, 
kaeshi 
 

 
3. Step forward kicking chudan mae geri, jodan 

oizuki, kaeshi 
 

4. Chudan tsugiashi, mae geri (slide back foot up 
to front foot then kick with front foot) chudan 
gyakuzuki, kaeshi 
 

 
5. Chudan maeashi geri (front leg kick), jodan 

maeken zuki, kaeshi 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Kihon Ippon Kumite 

Performed in Moto dachi: 

 

 Attack Defence 

1 Jodan oizuki Shuto yoko uchi uke; 

Chudan gyakuzuki 

Kaeshi 

 

2 Chudan oizuki Shuto harai uke 

Chudan gyakuzuki 

kaeshi 

3 Chudan oizuki Chudan yoko uke 

Nekoashi dachi 

Chudan maeashi geri 

kamae 

4 Chudan mae geri Gedan shotei kosa 

Uke in nekoashi dachi 

Jodan maekaen zuki 

kaeshi 

5 Mawashi geri Chudan tsugiashi 

Yoko kosa uke 

Jodan maeken zuki 

Kaeshi   

 

 

 



Fighting Combinations 

 

o These combinations are designed to teach and 
train lower to medium grade students in the 
techniques and tactics of free fighting and 
competition fighting after learning the basic 
combinations and basic one step sparring.  
They are also suitable to higher grades to 
improve and maintain their skill level and 
speed.  It is essential to stay mobile at all 
times with light footwork and the body 
projected forward when attacking. 
 
 

o Each combination basically consists of two sets 
of techniques. Students should be able to 
create nearly 200 variations once they have 
mastered these 10 combinations and by altering 
some to the techniques within each set, the 
possibility of variations becomes even greater. 
 

 
o The following explanations are from left foot 

forward moto dachi. Needless to say, one has 
to practice from right foot forward stance as 
well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1.   
a. Left tsugiashi 
b. Left jodan maeken zuki 
c. Right chudan gyakuzuki 
d. Left kouchi geri (inward hooking sweep) 
e. Right chudan Gyakuzuki 

2.   
a. Right jodan tobikomizuki 
b. Left chudan gyakuzuki 
c. Left jodan Mawashi geri 
d. Left jodan ura uchi 
e. Right chudan gyakuzuki 

3.   
a. Right ashibarai 
b. Right jodan tenshin oizuki 
c. Left kaeshi 
d. Left chudan Mawashi geri 
e. Right chudan gyakuzuki 
f. Left jodan ura Mawashi 

4.   
a. Move left foot slightly to the right 
b. Step right foot forward behind left foot 
c. Left jodan ura uchi 
d. Left chudan  
e. Yoko geri 
f. Right chudan gyakuzuki 
g. Pivot clockwise 
h. Right chudan ushiro geri 
i. Right jodan ura uchi 
j. Left chudan gyakuzuki 

5.   
a. Right jodan tobikomizuki 
b. Left kaeshi 
c. Left chudan kosa mae geri 
d. Left jodan maeken zuki 
e. Right chudan Mawashi geri 
f. Right hooking ashibarai 
g. Left chudan gyakuzuki 

6.   
a. Tsugiashi 



b. Left flick Mawashi geri (Gedan, jodan) 
c. Right chudan gyakuzuki 
d. Left jodan ura Mawashi geri 
e. Pivot clockwise 
f. Right jodan ushiro Mawashi geri 
g. Left chudan gyakuzuki 

7.  
a. Left jodan skip uramashi 
b. Left chudan Mawashi geri 
c. Right chudan gyakuzuki 
d. Right ashibarai (sweep both legs) 
e. Left gyakuzuki (to fallen opponent) 

8.   
a. Left open hand inward block & right 

chudan gyakuzuki 
b. Left jodan ura uchi 
c. Right chudan gyakuzuki 
d. Left jodan mawashi geri 
e. Left kouchingari 
f. Left jodan maeken zuki 

9.   
a. Left Gedan harai uke & right jodan ura 

uchi  
b. Right chudan mae geri 
c. Left chudan gyakuzuki 
d. Extend right arm towards opponent’s 

right shoulder, change stance to shiko 
dachi 

e. Throw opponent using right knee 
f. Left gyakuzuki to the fallen opponent 

10.   
a. Right jodan open hand outward block at 

the same time left jodan maeken zuki 
b. Right chudan gyakuzuki 
c. Right ashibarai 
d. Pivot anti clockwise 
e. Left ushiro-kaiten-ashibarai 
f. Left gyakuzuki to fallen opponent. 

 



Pin’an Hokei Kumite 

 Attack Defence  

Shodan  Jodan oizuki 

Chudan gyakuzuki 

Jodan yoko uke 

Chudan otoshi 

Kentsui uchi 

 

Nidan  Mae geri 

Jodan oizuki 

Jodan oizuki 

Harai uke 

Uchi otoshi 

Maeken zuki 

Sandan Chudan oizuki 

Uchi harai uke 

Chudan oizuki 

Nino ude uke 

Chudan zuki 

Harai uke 

Ura uchi 

Yondan Jodan oizuki 

Shotei harai uke 

Jodan oizuki 

Sukui uke 

Chudan gyakuzuki 

Mine uke 

Shuto uchi 

Godan Jodan oizuki 

Chudan gyakuzuki 

Jodan kosa uke 

Chudan awase uke 

Kentsui uchi 

 Yoko uchi uke 

Mae geri 

Jodan oizuki 

Harai uke 

Uchi otoshi 

Chudan gyakuzuki 

   

 

 



Naga-no-Kata 

 Attack Defence 

1 Jodan oizuki Left jodan age uke 

Right chudan ura zuki 

Ippon seoinage  

Jodan oizuki 

2 Jodan maeken zuki 

Chudan gyakuzuki 

 

Left yoko uchi uke 

Left harai uke 

Step right foot forward 

Koshinage (hip throw) 

3 Kosa mawashi geri Yoko kosa uke 

Ashibarai 

Sokuto-fumikomi 

4 Kosa mae geri 

Jodan gyakuzuki 

Step back 

Right harai uke 

Left age uke 

Tai otoshi 

Sokuto-fumikomi 

5 Mae geri 

Jodan oizuki 

Harai uke 

Right mae geri 

Tomoenage  

6 Mae geri Uchi harai uke 

Kanibasami 

Kakato geri 

7 Jodan oizuki Yoko uchi uke 

Mawashi geri 

Ohsoto geri, zuki 



 

Recommended reading: 

Shito-ryu Karate-do volume 1 basics by Keiji Tomiyama 

Fundamentals of Karate-do by Keiji Tomiyama 

Karate Pin’an Kata by Keiji Tomiyama 

Essential basics of Karate in Depth by Keiji Tomiyama 

Twenty Guiding Principles by Ginchin Funakoshi 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



How to Tie Your Belt 

 

 

 

 



Notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Notes: 

 

 

 

 

 

 


